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2017 Arneis, Fox Hill Vineyard
Vineyard
Fox Hill Vineyard is without a doubt one of the most unique vineyards in Northern California. One of its 
true beauties is that it has remained relatively unknown. Located southeast of Ukiah on Mendocino’s 
Talmage Bench, the soils are well drained with high concentrations of gravel and sandstone, and the farming 
is as old fashioned and straight forward as it gets. What makes this site so unique though is the fact that 
Lowell Stone decided to buck every trend and simply plant what he was interested in planting. Many trips to 
Italy turned to inspiration and the wild spectrum of varieties began to take root. There are two blocks that 
I work with due to their more sheltered and north facing (read cooler) aspects. The Arneis sits in sandy, 
gravelly, well-drained soils that foster naturally balanced vines.

Vintage
Rain! Lots and lots of rain! After five years of drought, it felt nearly surreal to see rivers flooding over their 
banks and lakes filling to their brims. We experienced a wet Winter, a normal budbreak, and quite a normal 
(albeit wet) Spring. Everything kept rolling along smoothly all through summer, and despite the intense 
heat, the canopies were lush and provided plenty of shade and cooling. Right as things seemed perfectly on 
track, a late summer heat spike set in across the North Coast, and the game suddenly changed. A month of 
harvest was compressed into a week. This intense home stretch had me worried, but the vineyard held on 
beautifully. For those who picked fast and furiously and are working with varieties that can handle some 
heat, it is a gorgeous vintage... full flavors, plenty of acid (if you acted fast), and a generous mix of high and 
low tones in terms of spectrum.

Winemaking
Arneis ripens quickly. Its acidity can fall away overnight on the vine, but one of the pleasures of Arneis is 
the pear and peach fruit profile that can be lost if picked too early. So, harvesting at just the right moment 
is harder and more crucial with Arneis than with other varieties as that perfect window is small and fleeting. 
With that in mind, I always agonize over the timing of Arneis and then feel rewarded by good choices. Once 
in the cellar, there is little to do. The wine is fermented via native yeast in stainless steel after a whole cluster 
pressing. Secondary fermentation and aging for four months in neutral oak on lees adds texture and com-
plexity that are counterbalanced by being sure to pick while the acidity is still racy and pure.

Wine
Floral yellow and white peaches, almonds, spiced honey, white flowers, fresh salty marine air, and fennel 
highlight the aromatics. The mouthfeel is clean with a wax and saline density through the mid palate before 
an acid driven finish that has a hint of clean almond bitterness.

210 cases produced.     


